
H
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Bundle & Save! 

Tent Card Sets  
E. #TCLSET White, Large (4" x 11") 24/set with Tote, $96.95      
  12 Markers and 12 Mini-Erasers
 #TCLBSET White, Space Saver (3.5" x 8.75") 30/set with Tote, $115.95      
  15 Markers and 15 Mini-Erasers
 #TCLCSET   Black, Large (4" x 11") 24/set with Tote, $99.95      
  10 Fluorescent Markers and 12 Erasers

Tent Card Accessories  
F. #DEMNN Dry-Erase Marker (black, blue or green) $.79 ea.
G. #DEMFLT Dry-Erase Fluorescent Markers (5 colors/set) $13.00/set
H. #WBER Mini-Erasers (30/set)  $9.95/set
J. #WBEG    Whiteboard Eraser Guys (12/set) $17.95/set

J
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Make a colorful first impression 

Energize the learning environment with colorful neon name tents. 
Invite participants to share their name—and their style! Set includes 
20 reusable tents (4 of each color), plus 10 Black Dry-Erase 
Markers and Mini-Erasers.

Reusable Neon Name Tents  
D. #TCLNSET    20/set, plus Tote, Markers and Erasers   $89.95

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
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NEW!

EXCLUSIVES
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EXCLUSIVES

According to Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy 
of Needs, individuals’ lower order needs —
physiological, safety and belonging — must 
be satisfied before they can attend to the 
higher order needs of self-esteem and self-
actualization.  
Read more at blog.trainerswarehouse.com

Did you know?

Save time and money  
with reusable name tents 

Save yourself from pre-printing formal name cards and let participants write 
their preferred name on these erasable, reusable name cards. The high-quality, 
two-sided, molded plastic tents let you see names from the front or back of the 
room. They clean up quickly and easily, so you can use them again and again!

The white tents use Standard Dry-Erase Markers. For the  
black tents, use Fluorescent Dry-Erase Markers.

Classy Reusable Tent Cards, 2-sided  
A. #TCLC   Black, Large (4" x 11")    
B. #TCLA   White, Large (4" x 11")  
C. #TCLB   White, Space-Saver (3.5" x 8.75") 
 1 /  $3.50 
 10 /  $3.25 ea. 
 30/  $3.20 ea. 
 50/  $3.15 ea. 
 100/  $3.10 ea.

environmentally
friendly!

4

B

C
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view video

WHO’S WHO?
people want to know!

A

Can’t find what you need? Call 800.299.3770 800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com  /  fax 508.651.2674

F



“A fantastic tool for the classroom!”

These work wonderfully! Students frequently ask if 
we can do another activity using them. When you find 
something, even something so simple, that motivates 
students to get involved in learning, pay attention to it! 

Review by Jennifer, Tennessee

See who’s learning what… and who’s not getting it!

Encourage participation with dry-erase Quick Response  
Whiteboards. They are a huge hit with students and educators,  
as every individual can write an answer, cast a vote, ask a  
question or offer an opinion. Two-sided; 6" x 7.75". 

E. Quick Response Whiteboards
#WBOD Set of 12 Boards and Mini-Erasers, boxed $38.50
#WBHN Set of 30 Boards and Mini-Erasers, plus Rack $97.95  
#WBOA Individual Boards (specify red, green, blue handle) $3.00
                        25/ $2.50 ea.          50/ $2.25 ea.         100/ $2.00 ea.

Encourage  
self-expression!

Try “whiteboards” that are  
as colorful as your groups’ answers.  
These two-sided, dry-erase “Briteboards”  
add dynamic fun and learning to any event.  
Two-sided; 6" x 7.75".

F. Briteboards
#WBOC Set of 10 Boards and Mini-Erasers, boxed $34.50
#WBOE  Set of 30 Boards and Mini-Erasers, plus Rack $103.75

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

See ’em in action!

Watch video on using 
Answer Boards!
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EVERYBODY
gets a chance to be heard

A

Don’t let your outspoken learners monopolize  
the class!

These quick response Snap-on Whiteboard Paddles have a 
special slot to hold a dry-erase marker (included). They  
are two-sided and measure 5.5" x 8".

Keep your classroom neat and your whiteboards close at  
hand with a convenient steel rack that stores up to 14 paddles.

Snap-on Whiteboard Paddle (specify blue or black marker)
#WBOKMK      1/ $3.50     50 / $3.25 ea.     100/ $3.00 ea.

14 Snap-on Whiteboard Paddles, Mini-Erasers  
and Dry-erase Markers with Hanging Rack
#WBHK $73.50

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

EXCLUSIVE
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NEW!
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See ’em in action!

Keep your whiteboards clean & organized!

Hanging Rack: holds 30 Quick Response Whiteboards or Briteboards,  
or 14 Snap-on Whiteboard Paddles 

Mini-Erasers: super-thick personal erasers measure 2½" x 1¼" 

Dry-erase Markers: 2 models available – with or without VELCRO® and eraser
A. #WBON Hanging Rack only $21.95
B. #WBER Mini-Erasers (30/set) $9.95/set
C. #DEMNN Dry-erase Markers (black, blue or green) $.79 ea.
D. #DEMVER Dry-erase Marker with eraser and VELCRO® (black only) $1.50 ea.

B

C

D

6 800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com  /  fax 508.651.2674



“Excellent products to enhance trainings!”

I ordered the Thumballs to use for my corporate 
workshops and I just love them! They add some 
uniqueness to my trainings!                     

Review by Betsy Allen-Manning, Motiv8u Enterprises, LLC  
& The People Experts, LLC

9
Page 35

* Leadership * Diversity * Team Building

To successfully create community, be aware that  
some people hate icebreakers. Instead of making  
them feel safe, icebreakers can cause stress or feel  

like a waste of time. Address these concerns. Explain  
your reason for conducting the exercise and give  

shy players an easy way to opt-out if needed.

Did you know?

Build relationships and understanding

“Breaking the ice” is critical to creating a warm, welcoming, 
learning-friendly environment. Our unique Thumballs  
help participants break down barriers, explore learning  
goals and get to the heart of topics that matter:

Session Openers: Questions about goals, motivations,  
and aspirations 

Getting to Know You: Probing questions that get to  
your phobias, wishes and favorite moments

Icebreaker: Questions about food, movies, favorites, etc.
If You Were a…: Describe yourself using an analogy  

(i.e. If I were a flavor, I’d be ____) 
Which Are You?: Choose between two opposing  

words or explain where you are on the continuum
Be a Leader: Discuss leadership traits and  opportunities  

for team development
Shaped by Our Past: Discuss past experiences to  

understand what makes your group tick
Stress Management: Uncover sources of stress and identify  

ways to manage it 

Thumballs - 6"
#BLTHAS6 Session Openers (silver/green)** $24.75
#BLTHAG6 Getting to Know You (silver/pink)** $24.75
#BLTHBK6 Icebreaker (silver/black) $16.99
#BLTHAW6 Which Are You? (silver/orange)** $24.75
#BLTHAN6 Be a Leader (silver/lime green)** $24.75
#BLTHAP6 Shaped by Our Past (silver/yellow)** $24.75 
#BLTHAK6 Stress Management (silver/red)** $24.75 

view all thumball prompts online
trainerswarehouse.com

EXCLUSIVES**6

Watch a video 
on using 

Thumballs!

W
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 Getting to Know You**

Shaped by O
ur Past**

 Sessio
n Openers**

Icebreaker

Be a Leader**

Stress M
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build stronger 
RELATIONSHIPS

Thumballs™  
Respond to the prompt under your thumb!

The perfect tool for introductions, icebreakers and conversation  
starters! Create a stress-free environment—and promote learning  
and communication—with these easy-to-catch, stuffed vinyl balls. 

 • Help people get to know one another
 • Get people physically involved to stimulate brain activity
 • Build a feeling of community
 • Introduce laughter and fun 

Create-your-own

Create-Your-Own Thumball

You know best what concepts and questions will trigger 
meaningful and insightful discussions for your group. Tailor a Thumball to meet 
your specific goals. Fill in this blank Thumball with your own provocative  
prompts about your subject or organization. Includes permanent marker.

Create-Your-Own, 6" (specify blue or tangerine)
#BLTHAC6        $24.75

Need help? Call us: 800.299.3770

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

Become more than acquaintances

These 56 discussion prompts are interesting 
yet easy-to-answer, covering topics of youth, 
character, daily life, inspiration, work and goals.

Getting Acquainted Game
#RDNGA 39.00

800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com



Create a culture of appreciation!

Motivate everyone to keep up the good work, no matter how big or 
small their effort. With these elegant metal tokens (¾"), lapel pins 
and pass-along cards (3½" x 2"), encourage colleagues to recognize 
one another’s successes. All sold in sets of 10.

8. Token and Token/Card Sets
#GISATK  Appreciation Tokens $8.95
#GISATG Good Job Tokens $8.95
#GISATD Kudos Tokens $8.95
#GISATA Token of Appreciation Token/Card set  $13.95
#GISATH You Got Caught! Token/Card set $13.95
#GISATE Kudos! Token/Card set  $13.95  
Pin and Pin/Card Sets
#PINRGS Star Lapel Pins $11.95
#GISATT  You Rock! Pin/Card set  $13.95

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

Front and 
back  

of tokens 
shown

Keep it fresh with Learning Mints

Each tin offers a flavorful mix of encouragement 
and humor.

9. Motivational Mints, 2¼" W       
#LRNMINA Achieve-mints  
#LRNMINM Learning MoMints  
   1/$3.25        48/$2.75 ea.

8

9

11

Write-on Wipe-off Kudos notes

Peel and stick the Kudos Poster on a wall and let 
anyone write a note of appreciation. Write on the 
poster with a dry-erase marker, then wipe it clean after 
your event. It’s backed with Fathead’s® non-damaging, 
removable adhesive, so you can put it anywhere. 26" W 
x 42" H. Includes mini-eraser and dry-erase marker.   

10. Kudos Poster 
#GIKKP  $79.95

800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com 
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“We love our KUDOs!”

Love the Kudos forms I order from Trainers 
Warehouse. An easy way for staff to feel 
appreciated by managers and coworkers! 

Review by Meagan Wilson RN, DON 
at a nursing home in Central Indiana

EXCLUSIVE
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EXCLUSIVES

Dry-
erase!

Feel confident in your order. 100% satisfaction is guaranteed!

E
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Give Kudos often

Everyone performs better when they feel recognized and 
appreciated. Rather than waiting for momentous events,  
take time to notice positive effort every day! 4" x 5.25". 

Tell them what’s working
1. Kudos for Colleagues (Blue): Encourage peer-to-peer  
 feedback. 25 sheets/pad  
2. Kudos for Work (Orange): Jot quick notes from  
 managers to staff. 25 sheets/pad
3. Kudos for Growth and Learning (Green): Support  
 a growth mindset. 25 sheets/pad

Share an appreciative smile
4. Kudos! Pens: Recognize effort with a pen that will  
 stick around.  
5. Mini Kudos Sticky Notes: All you need to do is  
 sign your name. 25 sheets/pad

Take notice...and keep a record of it
6. “I Noticed… you’ve taken our values to heart”: Use carbonless 
 Kudos to give recognition and keep a copy for yourself! 

Put it in your own words…
7. Appreciation Sticky Notes: Offer plenty of room to write  
 a personal note. 25 sheets/pad

Kudos!
1. #GIKUDB Kudos for Colleagues Memo Pads (Blue, 10 pads) $9.95 
2. #GIKUDP Kudos for Work Memo Pads (Orange, 10 pads) $9.95
3. #GIKUDG  Kudos for Growth Memo Pads (Green, 10 pads)    $9.95
4. #GIKUPS   Kudos! Pens (6/set)    $7.50
5.  #GIKMN Mini Kudos Sticky Notes (12 assorted pads) $11.95
6. #GIKND  I noticed… (3 pads; 50 2-part sets/pad)   $11.50  
7. #GIKSN  Appreciation Sticky Notes (20 assorted pads)  $29.95

1

2
4

5

6

7

10

10 Ways to INSPIRE
   continued effort
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More 
Online!
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SQUEEZE…

Learn how to 
use fidget toys

More fidget toys 
online!

minimize stress
MAXIMIZE 
LEARNING

Want ready-to-go fidget sets? We’ve got you covered—just flip to page 14.

“Over 125 studies of more than 36,000 
individuals have shown conclusively that 

the more stress you are under, the  
lower your memory performance, no 

matter how it is measured.” 
JW Wilson, Executive Director of the 

Advanced Learning Institute

Did you know?

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES
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Active fingers help the mind focus 

Our Fidget Toys (aka “fiddles”) may look like toys, 
but these are serious learning aids. Fidget toys help 
create a stress-free learning environment. Plus, they 
give kinesthetic learners something to do with their 
hands, which helps them to focus!

Flex Fiddles
 A. #FIBLXL FlexiBlox (long) $3.75    
 B. #FILPZ Loopeez $3.95
 C. #FIMENT Mental Block $3.70
 D. #FITAN Tangle® (standard style) $3.50
 E. #KOOSHM Koosh, 3" $3.90
 F. #FIBEND Bendeez® $3.00
 G. #FIPUR Crazy Aaron’s Putty, Mini $3.00
 H. #BALLCHL Chill Pill $2.25
 J. #FIJEK Jeliku, Mini $2.50
 K. #FIKLSN Snap & Click $1.00
 L. #FIISO IsoFlex® $3.99
 M. #FIBESND   Beach in a Box $3.75  
 N. #FYBENH Hand Bendeez $2.75
 O. #FIGW2 Glitter Wand, 6" $2.75
 P. #FICHEES Cheese & Mice $4.00
 Q. #FIGYR Gyrobi® (patent pending) $3.95 
 R. #FIMSPM Mini Metal Spring $1.00 
 S. #FITAP Tangle Relax $6.00
 T. #FIWZB Whatzit $3.75
 U. #FIDUDE Moody Face $2.50

R

S

T

U
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FLEX…

PLAY…
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“LOOOOOOOOOOVE these Fiddle sets!”

I have purchased these Fiddle sets multiple times for 
multiple groups! No matter who I work with, these 
items are ALWAYS a huge success. I have been  
recommending Trainers Warehouse for YEARS :-). 

Review by Julie, Cincinnati OH

Improve attention spans

With the Deluxe Fiddle Set, learners have the 
ultimate flexibility to choose the fidget toy that 
suits their tactile preferences and enables them to 
stay focused longer. Set includes 24 different items. 
Contents may vary.

Deluxe Fiddle Set, (24/set, boxed)
#FISETA          $66.95

Colossal collection of the best fidget toys

With this huge set of 84 fidget and stress toys, there is sure to be a 
favorite for every type of participant in your group. You'll find enough 
options for shaping, squeezing, flexing, stretching and manipulating to 
satisfy your most diverse groups! Contents may vary.

Kitchen Sink Set (84 pieces in clear tote)
#FISETS        $194.95

The perfect set for managers and meetings 

Perfect for executive sessions and management training, this 
classy box of fidget toys welcomes participants and sets the 
tone for a stress-free experience. Includes 12 assorted items 
for a variety of sensory experiences. Contents may vary.
Meeting Room Fiddle Set, (12/set, boxed)
#FISETM          $37.95

EXCLUSIVE
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Learn how to
use fidget toys
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“80% of learning difficulties are related to stress.  
Remove the stress and you remove the difficulties.” 

Gordon Stokes, President, Three-in-one-Concepts;  
author of One Brain: Dyslexic Learning  

Correction and Brain Integration

Did you know?

Don’t sweat it if these  
Fiddles “walk away”

So many customers “complain” 
that their Fiddle toys are so 
popular, people often want to keep 
them. And with this set, you can 
encourage them to hold onto one 
as a memento or reminder of key 
learning points. This low-cost 
25-piece fiddle set offers plenty of 
finger-enticing fiddleability.  
Contents may vary.

Walk Away Fiddle Set (25/set, boxed)
#FISETW          $35.95

Get only your favorites (at a discount)

Focus on their favorites and get 4 each of the 5 most 
popular Fiddles in a convenient storage bag. Includes: 
Tangles, Bendeez, FlexiBlox, Koosh™ and Jeliku.  
Contents may vary.

Fab 5 Fiddle Set (20/set, bagged)
#FISETF          $61.50

EXCLUSIVE
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Help learners keep their focus

Help learners relax, focus and absorb your material by giving them 
something to do with their hands. Set contains 12 pre-selected 
favorite fiddles. Contents may vary. 

Basic Fiddle Set, (12/set, boxed)
#FISET2          $34.95
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Fidget Toys  
à-la-carte 

pages 12-13
14

Improve FOCUS & LEARNING

800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com
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Give everyone a chance to play

With Me First! touch pads, give everyone a chance to answer your 
toughest questions and easily see who rang in first. The versatile 
facilitator remote lets you block out students who have already 
responded, reset the system so that everyone can answer and turn on an 
optional buzzer sound. We promise it will bring laughter and learning to 
any workshop. Includes 4 or 12 player pads and 1 facilitator pad per set.  
3 AAA batteries included in each pad.

 • Easy set-up – it’s up and running in minutes
 • Press “continue” to block out previous responders
 • End arguments – No-stress way to see who answers first
 • Indicate if answer is right or wrong
 • Expand up to 36 users
 • 80-foot wireless range

Me First! Wireless Buzzer Set 
#GAMFWB 12-player set, with facilitator pad    
   List $431.95 Price $389.95
#GAMFW4 4-player set, with facilitator pad    
   List $248.00  Price $239.95 

Additional Pads 
#GAMFWP Player pad 1/ $39.75
    13 / $28.50 ea.
#GAMFWF Facilitator pad $89.00

view video
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Me
Firs t

Eliminate the Guesswork

Ideal use Gameshow-style – for team competitions Q&A review – EVERYONE can answer

Touchpads One for each team or person One for each player  
Capacity Up to 6 teams or individuals Up to 36 individuals 

Light display 1st responder shows solid; 2nd responder flashes 1st responder turns green; all others turn red

Facilitator buttons Reset buzzers or toggle to random selection mode Reset all or block out previous responders 

System Wireless; no software required Wireless; no software required 

Addt’l Features USB link is integrated with select game show software   Fun sounds to indicate right or wrong answer 

Who’s First?® (left)
              Me First!® (above)

16

Take the guesswork out of who answered first

Reap the benefits of competitive play as teams race to be first to answer your 
questions. Our Who’s First?® Wireless Game Buzzer is an easy-to-use, stand-alone 
system that adds excitement and camaraderie to any fast-action Q & A game by 
quickly registering who “buzzed in” first — and second. Includes: 6 team buzzers, 1 reset 
pad, AC adapter for Light Tower, coin-type batteries for buzzers and backpack.

• Take the guesswork out of determining who answers first and second
• USB interface to work with select game show software
• Plug it in and it’s ready to play; no software needed
• Random team selection
• Accommodate 6 teams or individuals
• Optional buzzer sound
• 80-foot wireless range 
• Measures 19" H and weighs 3 lbs.

Who’s First? Wireless Buzzer 
#WHOR7W          $324.95

competition WITHOUT disputes!

EXCLUSIVE
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If you’re not happy, we’re not happy. Tell us how we can help!

“Great device to make learning fun!”

We used this for our sales training meeting as 
part of a quiz game. It was sturdy and very  
easy to use. The buzz-in buttons had a good 
range too, which worked well for a 
large room with teams as far as 40 
feet away. Overall, a good purchase!     
Review by Chemgal, Bristol, PA

view video

®

®

See who  
rang in 
first!
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Survey your group and display results INSTANTLY!

This powerful clicker-plus-software package allows you to turn  
a standard PowerPoint™ presentation into a memorable and 
engaging experience with a few clicks of the mouse. 

 • 100% PowerPoint-integrated software 
 • Plug and Play technology
 • Display responses in a PowerPoint graph or save  
  in Excel, Word, CSV, HTML
 • Free software maintenance updates for life of system

Meridia Audience Response
 #ARMPVK Meridia ProVote Facilitator Kit* $545.00
D. #ARMPVR Meridia ProVote Response Keypads $65.00
 
 #ARMMVK Meridia MyVote Facilitator Kit* $545.00
E. #ARMMLR Meridia MyVote LCD Response Keypads $55.00
F. #ARMMVR Meridia MyVote Response Keypads $39.00

Expect 6-12 days for delivery.

*Facilitator Kits include: 1 USB receiver, 1 soft-shell case (50 keypad capacity), 
EZ-Vote Essential Software, S/W upgrades and maintenance, online training 
and support. Facilitator Kits and Keypads are both required and sold separately.

Demo 
Online!

Compare Meridia Audience Response Keypads   
  D. ProVote E. MyVote LCD F. MyVote
 LCD YES YES NO
 Range 600 ft. 200 ft. 200 ft.
 Keypad Capacity 500 250 250
 Warranty 5 yrs. 2 yrs. 2 yrs.
 Batteries  2 AAA 2 coin cell 2 coin cell
 Battery life 4 yrs. 6-12 mo. 6-12 mo.
 Facilitator Kit ProVote MyVote MyVote

Best Value! Lowest Cost!

EXCLUSIVE
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EXCLUSIVES

Let smart electronics  
determine who goes first

Don’t worry about competitive groups claiming that their buzzer 
sounded first. The Me First! 4-player set removes all the guesswork 
and determines unequivocally who buzzed in first – the one that did 
shows up green. It’s that simple! Plus, the facilitator remote includes 
sound effects for the right and wrong answer.  
To accommodate more players see page 17.

Me First, 4-player set, with facilitator pad
#GAMFW4        $239.95

Me
Firs t

Eliminate the Guesswork

Just Right!
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Of the faculty members who responded,  
94% either agreed or strongly agreed  

with the claim “Clickers increased  
student engagement in the classroom.” 

~ Robert Kaleta and Tanya Joosten

Did you know?

Make any lesson a playful learning event

Get students actively engaged as you find out what 
they know. Each of the colorful button sets features 
four distinct, playful sounds so you can hear who rang 
in first. Use the sets together for a cacophony of  
12 different sounds! 3.5" diam; requires  
2 AAA batteries per buzzer (sold separately).

Sound Buzzers
A. #GABUAB Super Sound Buzzers  $17.99  
B. #GABUB   Answer Buzzers  $18.99
C. #GABUD   Light and Sound Buzzers  $24.95

Need help locating the perfect product? Call us! 800.299.3770

B. Answer Buzzers
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view video

A. Super Sound 
Buzzers
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make learning 

MEMORABLE

“Answer Buzzers made the 
contest fun!”

We use the Answer Buzzers in our 
hospital quiz bowl to generate some fun, 
enhance employee engagement and 
encourage participation. The buzzers just 
make it all more fun!!
Review by Lynn O, Springfield, OH

Tell them if they got it right!

With a “Bing Bing” or a “Buzzzz,” teams will know 
if they answered correctly or need to try again. 
These buttons are fun, easy and loud. 3.5" diam.;  
2 AAA batteries included in each.

Right & Wrong Buzzers (set of 2) 
#GABWR        $19.95 

C. Light and  
Sound Buzzers

800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com  /  fax 508.651.2674
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“Great tool for a review or opening!”

This product is a great opener to test audience 
knowledge and makes reviews fun and engaging! 
Love this. I use it for all types of topics.  
Review by Marci G., Newtown, PA

Motivate groups, award prizes,  
select questions & more  

Use these heavy-duty molded plastic prize wheels to  
energize your group, choose question categories,  
or pick prizes. Downloadable templates  
(available online) let you customize your own sections.  
Tabletop model: extends to 41" H, weighs 11.5 lbs.;  
Floor/Table model: extends to 73.5" H, weighs 14 lbs.;  

18-slot Prize Wheel, 31" diameter
 A. #GAWP18F Floor/Table Model $362.95

12 to 24-slot Prize Wheel, 31" diameter
 B. #GAWP24F Floor/Table Model $362.95
 #GAWP24T Table Model $339.95

12-slot Prize Wheel, 31" diameter (not shown)
 #GAWP12F Floor/Table Model $362.95
 #GAWP12T Table Model $339.95

Tabletop Prize Wheels
C. #GAWP26T Basic Tabletop Wheel, 12-slot, 26" D $264.95 
D. #GAWPMW Mini-Tabletop Wheel, 12-slot, 20.5" D  $243.95

Carry cases: 
E. #GAWPCS Standard (for 31" D wheels)   $279.95
 #GAWPCM  Mini (for Mini-Tabletop wheels)        $223.95 A

B

C

D

E
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“Encourage participation”

I used the scratch-offs to determine the prize when 
completing team activities and to encourage participation. 
They brought a smile to everyone’s face. I will definitely use 
them again. 

Review by SAP Guru, Cincinnati, OH

Energize learning with portable  
dry-erase wheels 

Customize these sturdy dry-erase spinning 
prize wheels. The USA-made precision 
spinners reflect professionalism. The thin, 
lightweight board (1/8" thin) makes for easy 
travel, while the dual-bearing hub provides a 
smooth spinning motion.  

Spin-it Prize Wheels
#GAWSPW 24" D; weighs approx. 6 lbs. $79.99
#GAWSPM 16" D; weighs approx. 2 lbs. $49.99
#GAWSPS 12" D; weighs approx. 1 lb. $39.99

Create custom scratch tickets!

Simply print out winning prizes, numbers, or questions onto  
8.5" x 11" perforated colored sheets, adhere the scratch-off stickers 
and snap them apart. Includes 100 cards and 100 scratch stickers. 

Scratch ‘n See™ Scratch Tickets (100/set)
#GASNSD          $16.95 

MS Word template is downloadable online.

“ ”
THANK YOU for exceptional 

products and superior 
customer service. 

Bethany Auriel-Hagan, Talent Development, 
Electrosonic, Inc

Choose your way to pay: any major credit card, SmartPay, Paypal, check, invoice or purchase order.  

rev up the motivation for
PARTICIPATION

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

More Prize 
Wheels 
Online!

800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com  /  fax 508.651.2674
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Your favorite game show in PowerPoint™

Waste no time creating your very own Jeopardy-like game show. 
Add in questions and you’re ready to play!

 • 25-question and 16-question PowerPoint templates
 • Automatic scoring
 • Modify backgrounds, themes and colors
 • Add logo and professional graphics
 • Customize the timer and point values
 • Up to 4 teams can play
Requires PowerPoint 07 or higher.

Gameshow for PowerPoint (online download; PC only)
F. #SOGPPT          $59.00

DOWNLOAD >>

10 great TV game shows…that use PowerPoint™

These easily customizable, PowerPoint-based games give you  
as much or as little game play as you need!

C. For Variety: Easily customize and save reinforcement games 
using Ultimate TV 10-Pack in PowerPoint. Each template includes 
built-in score keeping, easy navigation, random team selectors, 
sound effects and animations. Great for live and online learning.

 • InJeopardy • Tribal Feud
 • Millionaire Wannabe • Are You Smarter Than?
 • Deal Quiz • Survival
 • Wheel of Wealth • Tic Tac Dough
 • Money Taxi • Mazing Race

D. For Quick Quizzes: InJeopardy Quick Quiz lets you integrate a 
super-speedy, 10-question Jeopardy-like game into your lesson. 
Best for new material openers, interim reviews and interactive 
energizers.  
E. Just Jeopardy: InJeopardy Deluxe offers automatic scoring,  
Daily Double Feature, selection of 12 game backgrounds,  
fast-response mode for integration with game buzzers, 
“additional information” slides and more. Best for an end-of-
session wrap-up.  
All require PowerPoint 2002 or later. CD; single user license; PC only 
C. #SOPGUPS Ultimate TV 10-Pack      $129.95
D. #SOPGQQ InJeopardy Quick Quiz     $49.95
E. #SOPGJYS InJeopardy Deluxe     $49.95

Most Variety!

 Classic TV Gameshow Ultimate TV InJeopardy InJeopardy Gameshow Gameshow 
 Gameshow Trio Pro 10-Pack Quick Quiz Deluxe for PowerPoint Presenter Gold

Jeopardy-like game Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Additional games 2 2 9 0 0 0 0

Requires PPT No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Questions/Game 1-30 9-25 Varies 9-25 12-32 16, 25 25 

Sound rating   

Graphics rating  

Compatibility PC or Mac PC or Mac PC only PC only PC only PC only PC or Mac 

Buzzer integration Yes Yes Some No Yes Yes Yes

Price $49.00 $319.00 $129.95 $49.95 $49.95 $59.00 $149.00

More  Games Online!

Professional 
Graphics!

A B FEDC Not shown

F
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Top 3 games with all the bells and whistles!

This intuitive interface makes creating and playing games easier  
than ever. The professional look, along with robust features, make  
this program worth every penny! 

 • Categories (Jeopardy-like)
 • Company Feud
 • Tic-Tac-Toe 
 • Ready-to-use game templates, music, graphics and sounds 
 • Embed .wmv, .mov, .avi and .mp4 videos into screens
 • Built-in LMS to track & record player’s responses
 • Works with Who’s First?® Wireless Buzzer

View a great range of screen shots & demos online.

Gameshow Pro v.5 (online download, PC/Mac), 3 Games
B. #GAGATWB        $319.00

We bend over backwards for our customers!

Spice up learning with a low-cost game show

Customize these 3 favorite TV-style game shows to your liking. 

 • Categories (Jeopardy-like)
 • Team Showdown (Feud-like)
 • Who Wants to Know (Millionaire-like)
 •  Works seamlessly with Who’s First?  

Wireless Buzzers (below, left)
 • Flexible design lets you tailor the logo and question format 
Classic TV Game Show Trio (CD; PC/Mac)
A. #SOGCT          $49.00

Best Value!

Cool Extras!

Create your own Jeopardy® game
Professional software & buzzers for a TV-like experience

Enjoy some friendly 
competition!

Match your Jeopardy-like 
software with a Who’s First? 
Gameshow Buzzer to take the 
guesswork out of who rang in 
first. Works with Classic TV 
Game Trio, Gameshow Pro, 
Gameshow for PowerPoint 
and select games in the 
Ultimate TV 10-pack.

Who’s First? Wireless Buzzer  
#WHOR7W            $324.95

DOWNLOAD >>

“ ”
Thank you for your amazing 
quick service and efficiency. 

Pamela Paulk 
Delta Employees Credit Union , Atlanta, GA

A

B

CD INCLUDED

CD INCLUDED
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Stimulate discussion with provocative visuals

This carefully constructed deck of 53 playing cards offers a wide 
range of images to help people express themselves and engage in 
stimulating conversations. Pictures allow individuals to express 
their needs and viewpoints more openly and quickly. All you need 
is the probing question to get them started! 30-60 mins.

ExpressPack Deck
#RDREXD        $49.00

Discover hidden assumptions

Raise awareness about preconceptions and assumptions as small 
groups work to assemble a seemingly simple jigsaw puzzle. They’ll 
likely start by turning all the pieces “face-up,” which is where the 
learning begins. Contains enough pieces for 2 small groups.  
10 -20 mins.

Challenging Assumptions 
#GACHAL        $279.00

Enhance  
communication  
and listening skills

In this terrific team activity, blindfolded participants hold a collection 
of colored plastic shapes. Groups must work together to identify the 
missing piece(s). Colourblind was developed in 1991 for training Air 
Traffic Controllers where good communication is a matter of life or 
death. Success demands effective group management, listening and  
questioning, plus the ability to solicit and 
absorb feedback. For groups who have 
done this activity before, Colourblind 
Plus offers more challenging shapes. 40 
minutes. Includes Facilitator guide and materials 
for groups of 4-28; RSVP Design. More 
information online!  
#GACOL  Colourblind® $444.00
#GACOM  Colourblind® Plus $444.00

Quickly uncover leadership challenges

This deceptively simple game is easy to facilitate and 
gives your group a common experience through which 
to discuss issues of teamwork and leadership. The stick 
is 10 feet long and folds up like a tent pole, so you can 
easily transport it. Facilitation notes available online. 
Color may vary.

Helium Stick 
#GAMEHLM        $32.95

Achieve shared goals

The experience of crossing the river mirrors the challenge of groups 
working toward a shared goal. As players enter the “water,” their 
perspectives change. Unable to see obstacles firsthand, they must 
rely on planning, communication and mutual support. 30-45 mins. 

River Crossing 
#GAMELR     $99.95
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Build teamwork and rapport

The Electric Maze® (6'x 9') is an electronically programmable, innovative 
activity that challenges teams to find a successful path without triggering an 

alarm. Team members are divided up into management roles (Top Managers, 
Middle Managers and Group Members) and are asked to navigate various 
“maps” using only verbal directions and a specified time frame. Includes 

facilitation notes. Accommodates 4-24; 1 hour+.

Global Maze (6'x 8') is an ultra-portable 
and economical adaptation of the original 

Electric Maze®. In this version, teams 
use a unique hand-held detector 

to find a successful path without 
triggering an alarm. Wheeled 
carry case included.  
Details and lower-cost,  
low-tech mazes online. 

Original Electric Maze 
A.  #GAMAZ1 $3250.00

Global Maze  
B.  #GAMAZD $1850.00

A

B

Learn to do more with less

With this puzzle, four groups are 
given a set of 7 pieces and asked to 
create 5 uniform shapes using the components supplied. Creating 
four of these shapes is easy, but making the fifth takes creativity, 
out-of-the-box thinking and collaboration. 10-20 mins. 

Seeing the Point 
#GACSPT        $79.00

Form. Storm. Norm. Perform.
Perfect games for teams at all stages!

800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com 

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES



Create strong teams  
and spirit

This giant construction kit  
has limitless possibilities  
as a team-building tool.  
Simply fit the super-sturdy  
pieces together with a snap  
and a twist. 30 minutes to  
4 hours. Plan on 1 kit per team. 
The Toobeez Activities CD has  
25 terrific, interactive exercises. 
Game set includes over 60 ft. of building 
material (57-piece set in nylon storage bag; 
weighs 17 lbs.).

Toobeez 
#GATOOB Single Set  $154.95
#GATOOF Activities CD $32.95
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great LEADERS dynamic TEAMS

17 activities from one deck

Each card contains 6 elements, making this deck incredibly 
versatile for dividing into teams, building relationships and more: 

1. Traditional number and card suit
2. Personality characteristics
3. Thought for the Day
4. Clue for team matrix puzzle
5. “Are you more like…” icebreaker question
6. 3 “Big Questions” for getting-to-know-you

TeamWork & TeamPlay 
#RDTWTP       $30.00

Learn to give and get feedback

Each of these 140 cards contains a different personal quality 
(helpful, honest, enterprising, creative, responsible, arrogant, 
inhibited, inflexible, hesitant). By swapping cards, colleagues can 
practice giving and receiving feedback in a safe environment and 
find out how others perceive their strengths and weaknesses. 
Includes facilitation notes for three different games.

The Feedback Game
#RDNFB       $49.00

Communicate well when the going gets tough

This hands-on activity tackles three typical communication 
challenges: communication within a team, between teams and 
during organizational stress. Accommodates 
up to 24 people at a time. Three 
comprehensive, self-contained 2-3 hour 
modules address:   
 • Impact of poor communication
 •  Methods to improve  

communication skills
 •  Creation of personal action plans

Communication Derailed Game 
#GAHCDG        $499.00

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com  /  fax 508.651.2674

• Communication
• Problem solving 
• Process improvement
• Negotiation 
• Leadership 

More team building games online!

trainerswarehouse.com
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Discover the value of “CO-OPetition”

Over five rounds of negotiation, teams must acquire a set of 
colored balls with maximum point value. Will your teams 
choose collaboration, competition, or something in between?
Win Win Win
#GAMELW   $99.95

Inspire innovation and collaboration

The Marshmallow Challenge, popularized by Tom Wujec’s 
TED Talk, is to build the tallest possible free-standing structure 
that will support one marshmallow on the top. Each team may 
use 20 sticks of spaghetti, a yard of tape and a yard of string. 
We’ve assembled all the parts into one convenient kit!

Marshmallow Challenge
#GAMEMML     $29.95

Practice leadership  
and consensus-building

Challenge your team to form their 
60 -foot rope into a perfect square —

blindfolded. The 30- to 45-minute 
activity is very easy to facilitate, 

yet leads to great discussions about 
interdependence, communication, 

leadership and more. 

Perfect Square 
#GAMELS        $69.95

“ ”
The customer service folks  

at TW are the best.. 
N8 from Upper Peninsula, MI

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES
EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES



Optimize coaching and virtual learning sessions

Master trainer Elaine Biech shares 100s of tips for coaching 
virtually, encouraging informal learning and conducting interactive 
virtual learning sessions. Discover best practices for social media 
and informal learning, and a full gamut of learning tools from 
gamification and simulation to serious games and m-learning. 
Paperback, 302 pages.
101 Ways to Make Training Active Beyond the Classroom
#RBMLA $36.00
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Stimulate learning with activities and icebreakers

Loosen up your learners, build trust, break down barriers and 
help your groups get to know each other. These favorites focus on 
quick and easy ways to encourage communication, problem-solving 
and more. Gregory Smith’s latest edition is packed with 85 new 
ways to break the ice and build relationships among learners and 
colleagues. 96 pages.

Best Icebreakers & Teambuilding Exercises
#RBIAS        $49.95

Favorite books online!
 • Icebreakers  •  Team building  •  Games

•  Active Training  •  Diversity  •  e-Learning

“ ”
As a new trainer, TW has 

become a resource for me to 
make the training experience 

more fun and interesting. 
Susanne D. on Trustpilot

Create an energized workplace and stellar  
customer service

See what happens when people are committed to their workplace and 
their team, in this dynamite, time-tested video, where the philosophy 
of Seattle’s Pike Place Fish Market comes to life:

  • Play  • Be there
  • Make their day • Choose your attitude

#VIFISH FISH! Video   $825.00
#PPFISHS Striped Fish, ~12" $4.95

FREE fidget toy with  
every book purchase!

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES
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Only the best titles, topics & productions! 
We review all the videos we sell. If we don’t like ‘em, we 
don’t sell ‘em. All of these passed our 4-point test:

 • Well-produced
 • Topical and current information
 • Reasonably priced 
 • Not too cheesy

trainerswarehouse.com

View video 
clips online

Build your active learning repertoire

Use games and activities to introduce learning topics, break the ice, generate lively discussions 
and provide refreshing breathers. These resources have long been favorites of trainers and 
teachers. Each Big Book (71/2" x 9") offers a “grab bag” of games that include session-openers, 
icebreakers, climate-setting games, motivational activities and closers.  
Big Book of Games 
#RBBBT Team Building Games  $21.55
#RBBBM Motivational Games  $19.75
#RBBBI Icebreakers  $22.50
#RBBBR Stress Relief Games $22.50

A complete training library at your fingertips

This professional training library includes download access to 204 course kits, plus 
course updates and new releases. Enjoy lifetime access to these fully customizable 
training materials. Each course includes facilitation notes, icebreakers, activities, 
PowerPoint Slides, Quick Reference Sheets and Certificates of Completion. 
You’ll have access to courses for Administrative Skills, Career Development, 
Human Resources, Personal Development, Sales and Marketing, Management and 
Leadership Skills and more than 80 Microsoft Office courses! Feel free to add your 
own logos and messaging! PC or Mac; Details Online.  
  Complete Training Library (download or flash drive) 
  #RCCTL        $2994.00

is your LIBRARY up to snuff?

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

#RBBBL Leadership Games  $22.50
#RBBBLCG Low-Cost Training Games  $25.00
#RBBBV Virtual Team Building Games  $22.50

100% satisfaction. Period. 800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com  /  fax 508.651.2674

MAKE EDITS ON SPREAD YOU PRE-
FER!  SEE ALTERNATE design  

AT END OF DOCUMENT
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Encourage small group 
discussions

Many prefer networking and trying out a 
new idea in smaller groups. Enable small 
group sharing and processing by setting 
a whiteboard on each table. They’re 
perfect for breakout activities, exercises, 
games and more. The 13" x 18" two-
sided boards fold flat for storage. Weighs 
2 lbs. Black dry-erase marker included.

Tabletop Whiteboard with Marker
#EATTC Portrait $24.95
#EATTD Landscape $24.95

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

NEW LARGER
13” X 18” SIZE!

Have rich discussions about growth and learning

Discuss learning processes, goals and outcomes with an 
insightful tree metaphor. 26" x 39" dry-erase poster includes  
a set of 20 themed sticky note pads:   
 • Roots: values, beliefs and norms
 • Trunk:  mission, purpose and process that support growth
 • Watering Can: nourishment needed for growth
 • Bugs: challenges and obstacles to be managed
 • Apples: goals, opportunities and outcomes

Vision Tree 
#GAGFRVT Facilitation Set $74.95 
#GAGFRVX Extra Sticky Notes (20 pads) $19.95

Save time with ready-to-use scenarios

Each of these real-life business cases addresses a common challenge 
people encounter when working with others and giving feedback. 
Cards provide just enough information to understand the issue and the 
context of the situation, leaving the solution open-ended for participants 
to explore together. CaseCards™ are great for practice, role-plays, 
leadership, team building and discussion. Details online.

CaseCards Scenario Decks (12 scenarios/deck)
#RPCCFC  Upward, Downward and  

Peer Feedback 3-Deck Combo  $215.00
#RPCCP Performance Management  $75.00
#RPCCH Human Resources  $75.00

A dry-erase surface wherever you need it!

Make any surface dry-eraseable! ThinkBoard is clear, re-positionable 
and easily cleaned. For best results, Low-odor Expo Markers are 
recommended. As seen on Today.com, USA Today and others! 
ThinkBoard
#EAWTBL Large 54" x 30" (clear) $29.99
#EAWTBS Square 30" x 30" (clear) $24.99

aids to facilitate tricky 

CONVERSATIONS

“Excellent Board for Meetings”

We use the Tabletop Whiteboard for 
meetings and as a study/note board.  
We like that you can write on both sides. 

Review by Cynthia, Charlotte, NC

Ask inspiring questions

Use View-Changer Cards to inspire reflection, conversation and 
relaxation. Each of the 53 stunning photos is matched with a 
thought-provoking question on the back. They’re a great way to 
ease into difficult conversations.
#RDVCC View Changer Cards $29.95

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

Get your group on the road to change!

Help groups envision and implement a change or apply learning  
with this innovative, 5-step group brainstorm process that asks:  

1. Where is “There”? (The Ideal Future) 
2. What is our “Current State”? 
3. What is “The Gap” between the two?
4. What “Roadblocks” will we hit? 
5. What “Road” will take us There? 

Set includes vinyl road map, sticky notes and participant worksheets.

Road to There 
#GAGFRTL Large Map (6' x 3') $324.95
#GAGFRTS Small Map (4' x 2') $224.95

We’re here to help you. Give us a call. 800.299.3770

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES
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Signal that learning is FUN

Authentic KOOSH™ make a splash in learning  
environments because they are so versatile:
 • Great as fidget toys and stress relievers.
 • Toss it around for quick Q&A sessions or 
  introductions and icebreakers.
 • Make sure one person speaks at a time  
  (the one with the KOOSH).
Colors may vary.
Koosh   
#KOOSHM Medium, 3" $3.90 ea.
#KOOSHB Medium Koosh Bundle (10/set) $36.95

Surround yourself with stress relief toys

Use these multi-purpose stress toys to:

 • Engage fidgety fingers
 • Highlight a learning metaphor 
 • Play safe learning games 
 • Discuss questions, ideas, goals and more

Stress Relief Set (14/set; contents may vary)
#BALLSETR        $29.95

Items sold  
separately

online

take the last   five minutes to 

   LOCK IN  LEARNING!
Have a “ball” with memory games!

Learners recall and share a key learning point from 
the day while tossing a ball between them. Includes 12 
assorted tossable toys.

Bag o’ Balls
#BALLSAM        $29.95

Reinforce your message 
with a stress toy

(tons more online)
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Make learning “stick!”

Help your group process the learning day, reflect on new learning, 
uncover opportunities for growth and commit to next steps. Just 

distribute the pads then invite individuals to jot down their thoughts 
and come to the front of the room to post their notes. Facilitators 

can cluster notes thematically so the group can identify individual 
versus group results and engage in constructive discussions, or 

rearrange notes to reflect different priorities.  
(3" x 3", 20 pads/set)

 Start-Stop-Continue-Change Sticky Notes
#GAGFSP        $19.95

Clear the slate

Before folks leave for the day, note remaining questions, key ideas to 
remember and areas of interest to explore further. Have the group share 
thoughts publicly on the Dry-erase Thought Bubbles, or privately on the 
Thought Bubble Sticky Notes. 54" W x 39" H  

Thought Bubbles
#CAFFTB  Dry-Erase Thought Bubbles by Fathead    $59.99
#GAGFSTB  Sticky Note Thought Bubbles (4 pads; 75 sheets/pad)   $6.50/set

“ ”
Great products and they  
were a hit with all of our 

training classes! 
Bridgette Gaines on Trustpilot

View facilitation 
suggestions

Take time to DEBRIEF!

more debriefing tools online:
trainerswarehouse.com

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

Order online 24/7! trainerswarehouse.com

Imprint with your company logo or 
message. Go online to learn more!
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Work together more effectively

Assessment tools are great to identify individuals’ unique styles and 
give groups a vocabulary to address their differences. If Myers-Briggs 
isn’t in your budget, the HRDQ Style Series can help you hone in on 
your group’s skills and tendencies. Each series provides a participant 
workbook and a facilitator guide. Requires approximately 1 hour.  
More details online.
What’s My Style? 
G. #RBWCSF Communication Deluxe Facilitator Set $277.00
 #RBWCSG Communication Self-Assessment $17.00 ea.
H. #RBWLSF Leadership Deluxe Facilitator Set $180.00
 #RBWLSG Leadership Self-Assessment $17.00 ea.

G

H

Make meaningful  
discussions fun! 

Developed in conjunction with subject matter experts, the  
32 prompts on each of these 6" Thumballs will help draw out 
participants' past experiences and encourage forward thinking. 
Players catch the ball and discuss the question under their 
thumb.

Be  a Leader: Explore leadership experiences and the  qualities 
of being a great leader

Di versity: Share experiences of feeling excluded and explore 
ways to build community (includes facilitation notes)

Stress Management: Discover causes of stress and ways to 
 manage it
Te am Dynamics: Discuss interactions that enhance or 

undermine your team’s success (includes  facilitation notes)
6" Thumballs
#BLTHAN6  Be a Leader (silver/green) $24.75
#BLTHAD6 Diversity (silver/lavender) $24.75 
#BLTHAK6 Stress Management (silver/red; shown on p 9) $24.75 
#BLTHAT6 Team Dynamics (silver/teal) $24.75

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

Assess and develop your group’s emotional intelligence 

Emotional intelligence (EI) is not just about controlling your reactions to difficult situations. 
It’s about recognizing your emotional triggers, being able to deal with those situations 
objectively and developing strong connections with co-workers. The EiSA Assessment 
includes everything you need to conduct the assessment and facilitate meaningful 
conversations. To build emotional literacy and foster discussions about feelings, try the 
Stones Have Feelings Too or Feelings Cards decks. Details online.

embrace 
DIVERSITY

F

Emotional Intelligence
F. #RBWEIF EiSA, Facilitator’s Set    $252.00
 #RBWEIS EiSA, Self-Assessment $22.00 ea.
 #RDLIFC Feelings Cards (40 cards; not shown) $69.95 
 #RDLKSF Stones Have Feelings Too (52 cards; not shown) $64.00
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Gain awareness of personal strengths 

Personality type tests help us understand, articulate, and discuss our 
different skills and personality traits. Energize your Personal Style 
activities with these insightful resources:
 
DISCStyles Assessment:  Based on theories of psychologist  

William Marston, the HRD Press DISC Styles assessment  
helps organizations understand how individual behaviors  
affect their success.

 • 30-item assessment takes only 10-15 minutes
 • Understand personal strengths and motivations
 •  Improve communication, relationships and conflict 

resolution skills
Game Deck: StylePlay’s 12 quick, energizing games will build 

learners’ awareness of — and allow interaction with — 
different personality types. 

Personal Style Tools
A. #RBWHDSC HRD DISCStyles Assessment (5/pack) $75.00/set
B. #RDSPC  HRDQ StylePlay Game Deck   $115.00 

Lead interactive and safe discussions about diversity!

The 48 cards in the Spice of Life Deck help you explore the four key 
aspects of diversity awareness:  
 K - knowledge    U - understanding    B - behavior    A - acceptance

On the back of each card, find scenarios, questions and activities to 
prompt discussion. The deck also includes a facilitation guide and 
“OUCH” card, in case someone needs to communicate that a 
comment was hurtful. Use Zelda the Zebra as your mascot to illustrate 
that diversity is not black and white.

Diversity Tools 
C. #RDSLTK Spice of Life Diversity Deck    $59.95
D. #RDSLCH Extra “Ouch” Cards (10/set)   $19.95
E. #DIVZ Zelda the Diversity Zebra, 17"  $24.99

B
C

Build emotional 
intelligence

Having people with high “EQ” 
doesn’t just make work more 
pleasant, it improves business 
results too. Use these 50 
original activities to address 
common weaknesses —from 
the executive who hates to leave 
the office, to the know-it-all 
who annoys colleagues, to the 
call center employee who can’t 
deal with conflict. Paperback, 
272 pages.

Emotional Intelligence Kit
#RBEIAK  $31.45

Conversation decks galore!
 Icebreakers  •  Team Building  •  Leadership 

Emotional Intelligence  •  Values  •  Coaching 

trainerswarehouse.com

D
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We love talking to our customers!

view 
prompts 
online!

A
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great lapel pins online
trainerswarehouse.com

“Timely and Seamless”

Award recipients got the biggest kick out of the 
Top Banana Trophy. I actually think those in 
the class who didn't receive one were secretly 
envious... ;) I would definitely recommend 
Trainers Warehouse to anyone.

Review by Laura

J

H

K

G

Make your group feel like stars

Roll out the red carpet with awards for “Outstanding 
Performance,” “Distinguished Achievement,” or “Gold Star 
Effort.” For maximum impact, invite recipients to give an 
acceptance speech! 
Trophies
G. #SUPEDG Edgar Trophy, 8" H $6.95 ea.
H. #SUPOSDL Oscar Trophy, Large, 9" H $7.95 ea.
J. #SUPOSDS Oscar Trophy, Small, 63/4" H  $5.50 ea.
K. #SUPST Star Trophy, 6" H $6.95 ea.
L.  #SUPBANT Top Banana Award, 8" H $7.95 ea.

Real marble 
bases!

promote engagement with 
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

Create a culture of appreciation!

Give everyone the power to share 
positive feedback. Establish an 
“appreciation station,” so 
everyone can show some love. 
Includes note cube, 10 Kudos 
for Work memo pads, 5 tins 
of mints, 10 token/card 
combos, 6 pens, plus tote 
bag. (32 items/set) More 
appreciation resources 
on pages 10-11.

Kudos Kit 
#GIKUDSET $49.95

L

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES
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Reflect happiness!

Whether talking face-to-face or 
over the phone, smiling makes a 

big difference! Remind your group 
to communicate their positive energy 

through their voice. Karen Leland and 
Keith Bailey, authors of Customer Service for 

Dummies, say, “The reason [a smile works] is 
not psychological, but physiological. When you 

smile, the soft palate at the back of your mouth 
raises and makes your voice sound friendly, warm 

and receptive.”  
Mirrors are backed with a gentle adhesive tab so that they  

can be mounted and removed from a computer or wall.

Smile. They can hear it in your voice!
A. #CSMIR Smile Mirror, 6" W x 2½" H, 10/set $32.95
B. #CSMMR   Smile - They can hear it! Mirror,  $19.50 
  2¼" diam., 10/set
C. #CSMMC   Smile - It’s contagious! Mirror, $19.50 
  2¼" diam., 10/set 
 

A

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
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EXCLUSIVES

Exceed expectations.  
Enjoy results. 

Encourage groups to perform at their best. 
The star guy is a perfect reminder to express 
positive attitudes and a can-do work ethic. 

Exceed  Expectations Star, 4¼"H
F. #CSEESG 1/ $3.35  
  50/ $3.00 ea. 
  100/ $2.85 ea.

Motivate your group with shared goals

Create a visual reminder of your group’s goals on a dry-erase 
thermometer and mark progress as they progress. Add notes for 
milestones, dates, accomplishments or challenges they’ve overcome.

Fathead® Thermometer: Use a marker to indicate progress on this 
vinyl wall poster backed with gentle adhesive. 18" W x 47" H; includes 
stars and arrows.  

Goal Getter Thermometer: Slide up the red bar on  
this lightweight, plastic board. <1 lb.; 12" W x 34" H;  
hang it up or set it on a table.

Thermometers
D. #THERMGE Goal Getter Thermometer      $49.50
E. #CAFFGT Dry-erase Thermometer by Fathead® $49.99

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES
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We promise speedy shipments! 
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MAKE EDITS ON SPREAD YOU PRE-
FER!  SEE ALTERNATE design  

AT END OF DOCUMENT
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Our second web store is chockful of products to make work 
more collaborative, productive and fun.

Let off some steam! 

Mistakes are part of a normal workplace, but they 
can still cause frustration. Instead of bottling it in, 

welcome your team to whack the Dammit Doll 
on their desks to release the tension.

Dammit Doll  13.5" H
#STRDDL        $14.50

Boost happiness  
& improve productivity 10-25%

Safely and playfully surface real issues, build trust and boost 
engagement. One player picks a “scenario card” and reads the scientific 
justification for why it is a common workplace problem. Other players 
choose a “solution card” from their hand of science-based solutions, 
which are categorized into four groups: Practice Positivity, Subdue 
Stress, Flow to Goals and Revitalize Relationships. Includes over 50 
scenarios and 100 solution cards. Up to 10 players/set.

Choose Happiness @ Work
#RDCHAWS  Standard Kit – 1 set  $248.00
#RDCHAWM   Multi-team Kit – 3 sets     $488.00 
#RDCHAWE   Event Kit – 10 sets    $1,088.00

Folds for  
easy storage

Build some fun into the work day

Need a quick discussion with a colleague? 
Do it over a ping pong game. No need to 
keep score… the idea is that you get your 
limbs moving and spend some time catching 
up. This portable system converts any table 
to a ping pong table and stores conveniently.

Portable Ping Pong
#CLTPP        $39.95

Works with any 
table!
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MAKE WORK FUN

Get off your bum! 

Studies show that sit-to-stand and standing workstations 
promote good health and keep your brain alert. Convert your 
desk to a stand-up station. WorkEZ Standing desk includes 
2 independently adjustable aluminum stands: 1. Monitor 
Stand supports laptops and lightweight, flat screen monitors 
(13 lbs.); adjusts up to 21" H. 2. 18"-wide Keyboard Tray 
and Adjustable Mouse Tray elevate and tilt for optimal 
positioning. Unit tucks neatly under Monitor Stand if you want 
to sit back down. More online.
WorkEZ Standing Desk
#ERGUEZD        $119.99

IMAGINE: 

“work” days as  

playful and productive 

as training days

Stretch your legs 
and catch up with a 
colleague

We’re more productive 
when we feel healthy, are 
surrounded by friends and 
give our brains occasional 
breaks. Games will 
promote lively interaction 
among colleagues, build 
relationships and get the 
blood flowing back in the 
brain.
Giant Jenga
#CLTBJNG       $149.95

Use “toys” for more 
than training and 
learning! 

Fidget toys are known 
to decrease stress and 
improve focus during long 
meetings or phone calls. 
When shown photos of 
meeting rooms with and 
without fidget toys, 78% of 
responders said they would 
prefer the room with toys. 
Fiddletini  (set of 7 “fiddles”)
#FISETN        $22.95

TIP: Stand up periodically, have 
a glass of water and take the time 

to compliment a colleague.

Need time  
and space to  
get stuff done? 

These 24 playful but direct signs give  
you a diplomatic way to say to say “Go Away,” “Come In,” or “I’m 
out.” Researchers at the University of California, Irvine, found that 
the typical office worker is interrupted or switches tasks an average 
of every three minutes and five seconds. And it can take 23 minutes 
and 15 seconds to return to where they left off. Don’t let this be 
you! 4" W x 5" H.
DeskMate 
#CLTDDM        $9.95

Check out our buddy site: officeoxygen.com

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES Almost 
3 feet  
tall!

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
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EXCLUSIVES

confirm pricing

SEE ALTERNATE designs AT 
END OF DOCUMENT



 H. Quick Cart J. Tall Cart K. Tuff  
 with Lid   Platform Cart  

Measurements 14¾" L x 15¾" W x 14¾" H 11" L x 13¾" W x 19" H 34¾" L x 22½" W 
(Inner Dimensions) Folds to 4" D Folds to 4" D Folds to 11½" D 

Handle Height 38¾" 39¾" 34½"

Carry Load 55 lbs. 55 lbs. 500 lbs. 

Weight 8 lbs. 6½ lbs. 42 lbs.  

Features Lid converts carrier to step stool; Extra height; 4 wheels; Welded steel frame; anti-skid mat; 
 able to support 200 lbs. handle locks to any height 4" casters; folds for storage 

Code & Price #KARRQC $35.99 #KARSTP  $36.95 #KAR4063  $162.00 
41

H

J

K Carry everything 
without strain  

or pain! 

Each of these folding 
carts lets you carry  

all your training  
gear effortlessly.

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

“Wise Purchase”

Anyone who has walked into a client meeting carrying flip 
charts knows that, as soon as you put them down, they 
flop over and never, NEVER stay put! This product solved 
all of these embarrassing scenarios. The bag holds multiple 
flip charts, tape, post-its and markers in a clean and 
functional package! 

Review from Yigal Bar-Av, 
Federal Management Consultant; Arlington, VA 

TIME & TRAVEL
made easy

F

40 800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com

B
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Let groups manage time with a glance  

Set the big, easy-to-see timer on a desk so that learners can 
budget their time. With Time Timer, the time remaining 
appears in red! Set time from 0 to 60 minutes. Uses 1 AA 
battery (not included). Buzzer can be turned on or off. 
MegaTimer lets you count up and down, select teams, set 
alarms and much more!
C. #STOMT MegaTimer (6.5" H x 9.5" W) $49.00
D. #STTM8 Time Timer® 8" - Desk only $32.95
E. #STTM12 Time Timer® 12" - Wall or desk $37.95 

C

E

Get their attention  
without raising your voice

For big groups that tend to disperse or grow noisy, the 
resonant 3-toned Meeting Chime is the perfect way 
to get their attention. For conventional training and 
meeting rooms, the petite 3-Toned Chime is a delightful 
way to bring people back to their seats.
Chimes
A. #CHIML Meeting Chime, 5.5" x 9" $75.00 (List $84.00)
B. #CHIME 3-Toned Chime, 3.5" x 7.25" $29.95

B

“Best money I ever spent!”

Other professional facilitators always ask me where I 
bought it. This is very solidly constructed and still  
works perfectly after several years of use. Once  
you've used the meeting chimes, you’ll wonder how 
you ever did a workshop or seminar without them. 

By Keith Sawyer from Chapel Hill, NC

view video

A

“ ”
Great products and ideas! Thanks for making 

our trainers’ jobs more enjoyable as well. 
Sharon Guthrie, BEUMER Corporation

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

D

Look professional on the road 

The ample 27" x 35" Flip Chart Flat Bag features several inner and outer 
pockets and can hold as many as 4 flip chart pads, plus notes and accessories. 
The Big Tube (30" L x 7" D), with a reinforced interior shell, lets you roll 
up and carry several flip chart pads (if cardboard backing is removed). 
Flip Chart Flat Bag  Big Tube
F. #27FCB        $149.95   G. #ECT4        $52.95

G
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Be sure they can hear you 

This sturdy, portable, Bluetooth-enabled, 40-watt public address 
system promises “loud and clear” sound from up to 300 feet. 
Built-in rechargeable battery runs as long as 12 continuous hours. 
Includes power cord, wireless handheld mic, headset/lapel mic and 
belt pack transmitter. Speaker weighs only 4 lbs.; 7" x 11" x 4½".

Portable Wireless PA System with Bluetooth
#AMPORB        List $189.95      Price $179.95

Presentation  
equipment online!

Easels  •  Interactive Whiteboards 
Remotes  •  Projection Stands  •  Timers  

“Good value for the price!”

Great, simple stand. No frills and gets the job done. 
I checked in 700 people for a meeting last week, 
none tipped over.  

  Review by The Logistical Ninja, Seattle, WA

Save time. Save space. Save money. 

These graceful, versatile floor stands are easy to set 
up and move. And, it’s so simple to swap in new signs. 
Each stand weighs just over 2 lbs., collapses like a tent 
pole and includes a Trainers Warehouse signature 
DocU-Pocket (p. 46). Insert your own sign or slide in a 
sheet of paper and use as a dry-erase sign.

The 6-foot stand is most versatile. Its detachable 
extension rod lets it stand at 5-ft. or 6-ft. tall and it 
includes 2 sign holders (8.5" x 11" and 11" x 17"  
DocU-Pockets). 
5 ft. Floor Stand for 8.5" x 11" signs
D. #CAFLN5 List $54.30 Price $48.75    

6 ft. Floor Stand for 8.5" x 11" & 11" x 17" signs
E. #CAFLT List $69.95 Price $62.95 

4 ft. Floor Stand for 8.5" x 11" signs
F. #CAFLN4  List $48.98 Price $44.25

view video

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

E FD

folds for storage

signs and directions 
CLEAR as DAY

42

Table signs that stand OUT and UP! 

Let teams create their own group identity. The stand 
telescopes from 6" to 20" and includes a Trainers 
Warehouse signature DocU-Pocket (5" x 7").  

See page 46 for more DocU-Pockets. 
Telescoping Table Stands 

A. #CASTP          1/ $10.75      30/ $9.95 ea.

Set your sign to the 
perfect height

This versatile super-sturdy 
stand is perfect for tables and 

countertops. Choose to raise the 
sign holder 1 foot, 2 feet, or not at 
all! Base measures 8" D and includes 

an 8.5" x 11" DocU-Pocket for 
horizontal or vertical use. 

Convertible Desktop Sign Holder
B. #CAFLN2          $32.95

2 ft.

1 ft.

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

B20"

6"

A

Post directions that can’t be missed

With these popular dual-sided, magnetic dry-erase 
boards, it’s easy to get people’s attention and set them on 
the right track. Write Way™ signs swivel and break down 
into 3 components for easy storage.

Arrow:  Writing area: 251/2" x 12" Weight:  9 lbs. 
  Overall area:  64" H x 18" D x 251/2" W  
 

Stop Sign:  Writing area: 191/4" x 191/4" Weight:  9 lbs.
  Overall area:  65" H x 18" D x 221/2" W 
 

Rectangle: Writing area: 221/4" x 141/4" Weight:  9 lbs.
  Overall area:  65" H x 18" D x 18" W

C. Write Way™ Signs  
#CAWWA Arrow $98.95
#CAWWS Stop Sign $98.95
#CAWWR Rectangle $98.95

“ ”
Everything I ordered is high 

quality, shipping is extremely fast 
and staff are friendly and helpful.

Julie Eichhorn, Trainer/TA Provider  
Center for Health & Behavioral Training, Rochester, NY

C
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EXCLUSIVES



Give certificates a touch of “class”!

Make graduates feel extra special with these fine, leather-like document 
folders. Fabric corner tabs hold your 8.5" x 11" certificate firmly in place 
and a clear plastic sheet protects the certificate (paper not included). 
Specify Black, Royal Blue or Navy. 

Padded Certificate Folder      
#PCFA         1/ $7.25        50 / $6.85 ea.       100 / $6.55 ea.

Ask us about customizing!* 
800-299-3770 

45800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com 

“Love them!”

This is my second order now of this product. My customers loved 
them and I couldn’t be happier with the customer service  
and quality of the product. Job well done again, guys!

  Review by Eric Fuller, Greenwood Printing & Graphics - Toledo, OH

Recognition plaques worthy of any accomplishment

For special achievments, present 8.5" x 11" certificates in a plaque 
that looks and feels like real wood. Accommodates both vertical 
and horizontal certificates. Larger quantities sold in 10-piece 
cartons. Specify Walnut, Solid Black or Black Marble finish. 
Weight: 3 lbs.

Plaques for 8.5" x 11" Certificates
#PRES 1/ $18.25             
 10 / $17.25 ea.          
 30 / $16.75 ea. 
 50 / $16.25 ea. 
 100 / $15.75 ea.

make them feel
PROUD!

44 We guarantee 100% satisfaction. 

Customized Certificate Folders
Padded Certificate Folder      
#PCFASETUP   (*100-piece minimum) 100/ $11.10 ea.      
#PCFACUST   (one time only) $125.00 ea.     
NOTE: camera-ready artwork required;  
approx. 6 weeks for delivery
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11" x 17"
DocU-Pocket

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

the ultimate in document 

PROTECTION

“DocU-Pockets Rock”

I continually recommend DocU-Pockets to my 
clients.  They are versatile, project professionalism 
and come in a variety of sizes. They are my  
constant “go to” to post documents. 

  Review by R. Suiter, Valdosta, GA

When information needs to be  
visible, put it in a DocU-Pocket!

• Post room assignments and meeting locations

•  Distribute job aids and phone lists

•  Award course certificates

• Protect important reminders and info sheets

• Display inspirational posters 

Hang ‘em anywhere! 
Adheres without damaging painted or  

cubicle walls, metal, wood, glass and more.

FREE sample: 
Call 800.299.3770 today!
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DocU-Pockets

Size/Code      1+          25+        50+         100+         250+        500+       1000+

#3.5x5 $1.41 $1.20 $1.13 $1.06 $0.99 $0.92 $0.85

#4x6 $1.53 $1.30 $1.22 $1.14 $1.07 $0.99 $0.92 
#5x7 $2.26 $1.92 $1.81 $1.70 $1.58 $1.47 $1.36 
#8x10 $3.10 $2.63 $2.48 $2.32 $2.17 $2.01 $1.86 
#8.5x11 $3.35 $2.90 $2.75 $2.50 $2.35 $2.25 $2.00

#8.5x14 $3.76 $3.20 $3.01 $2.82 $2.63 $2.45 $2.26

#11x14 $5.86 $4.98 $4.69 $4.40 $4.11 $3.81 $3.52 

#11x17 $7.01 $5.96 $5.60 $5.25 $4.90 $4.55 $4.20 

#18x24 $9.90 $8.41 $7.92 $7.42          
#22x28* $15.99 $13.59 $12.79 $11.99    

#27x34* $19.94 $16.96 $15.96 $14.96

*Due to shipping constraints,   
5 unit minimum order.

choose size1

choose FREE backing or request “plain”2

Non-damaging backing for  
wood surfaces, windows,  
painted or fabric walls.

&

For any 
metal 

surface.

MagnetOmni-adhesive & VELCRO®

combo

view video

Give your credentials  
staying power

Don’t let certificates or 
important documents get 
lost in a drawer. Present and 
protect them in a firm, plastic 
DocU-Pocket that can be 
posted prominently for the 
long term. Simply print out 
your document on any paper 
and slide it into the sleeve.

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

SHOWCASE  
their accomplishments 



Optimize coaching and virtual learning sessions

Master trainer Elaine Biech shares 100s of tips for coaching virtually, 
encouraging informal learning and conducting interactive virtual 
learning sessions. Discover best practices for social media and informal 
learning, and a full gamut of learning tools from gamification and 
simulation to serious games and m-learning. Paperback, 302 pages.
101 Ways to Make Training Active Beyond the Classroom
#RBMLA $36.00
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Stimulate learning with activities and 
icebreakers

Loosen up your learners, build trust, break down barriers 
and help your groups get to know each other. These 
favorites focus on quick and easy ways to encourage 
communication, problem-solving and more. Gregory 
Smith’s latest edition is packed with 85 new ways to 
break the ice and build relationships among learners 
and colleagues. 96 pages.

Best Icebreakers & Teambuilding Exercises
#RBIAS        $49.95

Favorite books online!
 • Icebreakers  •  Team building  •  Games

•  Active Training  •  Diversity  •  e-Learning“ ”
As a new trainer, TW has 

become a resource for me to 
make the training experience 

more fun and interesting. 
Susanne D. on Trustpilot

Create an energized workplace and stellar  
customer service

See what happens when people are committed to their workplace and 
their team, in this dynamite, time-tested video, where the philosophy 
of Seattle’s Pike Place Fish Market comes to life:

  • Play  • Be there
  • Make their day • Choose your attitude

#VIFISH FISH! Video   $825.00
#PPFISHS Striped Fish, ~12" $4.95

FREE fidget toy with  
every book purchase!

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES
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Only the best titles, topics & productions! 
We review all the videos we sell. If we don’t like ‘em, we 
don’t sell ‘em. All of these passed our 4-point test:

 • Well-produced
 • Topical and current information
 • Reasonably priced 
 • Not too cheesy

trainerswarehouse.com

View video 
clips online

Build your active learning repertoire

Use games and activities to introduce learning topics, break the ice, generate lively discussions 
and provide refreshing breathers. These resources have long been favorites of trainers and 
teachers. Each Big Book (71/2" x 9") offers a “grab bag” of games that include session-openers, 
icebreakers, climate-setting games, motivational activities and closers.  
Big Book of Games 
#RBBBT Team Building Games  $21.55
#RBBBM Motivational Games  $19.75
#RBBBI Icebreakers  $22.50
#RBBBR Stress Relief Games $22.50

A complete training library at your fingertips

This professional training library includes download access to 204 course kits, plus 
course updates and new releases. Enjoy lifetime access to these fully customizable 
training materials. Each course includes facilitation notes, icebreakers, activities, 
PowerPoint Slides, Quick Reference Sheets and Certificates of Completion. 
You’ll have access to courses for Administrative Skills, Career Development, 
Human Resources, Personal Development, Sales and Marketing, Management and 
Leadership Skills and more than 80 Microsoft Office courses! Feel free to add your 
own logos and messaging! PC or Mac; Details Online.  
  Complete Training Library (download or flash drive) 
  #RCCTL        $2994.00

is your LIBRARY up to snuff?

EXCLUSIVE

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE

NEW!

EXCLUSIVES

#RBBBL Leadership Games  $22.50
#RBBBLCG Low-Cost Training Games  $25.00
#RBBBV Virtual Team Building Games  $22.50

100% satisfaction. Period. 800.299.3770  /  trainerswarehouse.com  /  fax 508.651.2674
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great lapel pins online
trainerswarehouse.com

“Timely and Seamless”

Award recipients got the biggest kick out of the 
Top Banana Trophy. I actually think those in 
the class who didn't receive one were secretly 
envious... ;) I would definitely recommend 
Trainers Warehouse to anyone.

Review by Laura

J

H

K

G

Make your group feel like stars

Roll out the red carpet with awards for “Outstanding 
Performance,” “Distinguished Achievement,” or “Gold Star 
Effort.” For maximum impact, invite recipients to give an 
acceptance speech! 
Trophies
G. #SUPEDG Edgar Trophy, 8" H $6.95 ea.
H. #SUPOSDL Oscar Trophy, Large, 9" H $7.95 ea.
J. #SUPOSDS Oscar Trophy, Small, 63/4" H  $5.50 ea.
K. #SUPST Star Trophy, 6" H $6.95 ea.
L.  #SUPBANT Top Banana Award, 8" H $7.95 ea.

Real marble 
bases!

promote engagement with 
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

Create a culture of appreciation!

Give everyone the power to share 
positive feedback. Establish an 
“appreciation station,” so 
everyone can show some love. 
Includes note cube, 10 Kudos 
for Work memo pads, 5 tins 
of mints, 10 token/card 
combos, 6 pens, plus tote 
bag. (32 items/set) More 
appreciation resources 
on pages 10-11.

Kudos Kit 
#GIKUDSET $49.95

L
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Reflect happiness!

Whether talking face-to-face or 
over the phone, smiling makes a 

big difference! Remind your group 
to communicate their positive energy 

through their voice. Karen Leland and 
Keith Bailey, authors of Customer Service for 

Dummies, say, “The reason [a smile works] is 
not psychological, but physiological. When you 

smile, the soft palate at the back of your mouth 
raises and makes your voice sound friendly, warm 

and receptive.”  
Mirrors are backed with a gentle adhesive tab so that they  

can be mounted and removed from a computer or wall.

Smile. They can hear it in your voice!
A. #CSMIR Smile Mirror, 6" W x 2½" H, 10/set $32.95
B. #CSMMR   Smile - They can hear it! Mirror,  $19.50 
  2¼" diam., 10/set
C. #CSMMC   Smile - It’s contagious! Mirror, $19.50 
  2¼" diam., 10/set 
 

A
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Exceed expectations.  
Enjoy results. 

Encourage groups to perform at their best. 
The star guy is a perfect reminder to express 
positive attitudes and a can-do work ethic. 

Exceed  Expectations Star, 4¼"H
F. #CSEESG 1/ $3.35  
  50/ $3.00 ea. 
  100/ $2.85 ea.

Motivate your group with shared goals

Create a visual reminder of your group’s goals on a dry-erase 
thermometer and mark progress as they progress. Add notes for 
milestones, dates, accomplishments or challenges they’ve overcome.

Fathead® Thermometer: Use a marker to indicate progress on this 
vinyl wall poster backed with gentle adhesive. 18" W x 47" H; includes 
stars and arrows.  

Goal Getter Thermometer: Slide up the red bar on  
this lightweight, plastic board. <1 lb.; 12" W x 34" H;  
hang it up or set it on a table.

Thermometers
D. #THERMGE Goal Getter Thermometer      $49.50
E. #CAFFGT Dry-erase Thermometer by Fathead® $49.99
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We promise speedy shipments! 
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Let off some 
steam! 
Dammit Doll  13.5" H
#STRDDL        $14.50

A800.296.2812  /  officeoxygen.com  /  fax 508.651.2674

Boost happiness  
& improve productivity 10-25%
Choose Happiness @ Work
#RDCHAWS  $248.00

Build some fun 
into the work day

Portable Ping Pong
#CLTPP        $39.95

Works with 
any table!

A

MAKE WORK FUN
Get off your bum! 
WorkEZ Standing Desk
#ERGUEZD        $119.99

visit our  

buddy site!

officeoxygen.com

Stretch your legs 
and catch up with a 
colleague
Giant Jenga
#CLTBJNG       $149.95

Use “toys” for more than  
training and learning! 
Fiddletini  (set of 7 “fiddles”)
#FISETN        $22.95

TIP: 
Stand up periodi-
cally, have a glass 
of water and take 

the time to compli-
ment a colleague.

Need time  
and space to  
get stuff done? 
DeskMate 
#CLTDDM        $9.95

Check out our buddy site: officeoxygen.com
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Almost 
3 feet tall!
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make work collaborative,  
productive, and fun!



Let off some steam! 
Dammit Doll  13.5" H
#STRDDL        $14.50

B800.296.2812  /  officeoxygen.com  /  fax 508.651.2674

make work collaborative, productive, and fun!

Boost happiness  
& improve 
productivity 
10-25%
Choose Happiness @ 
Work
#RDCHAWS  
$248.00

Build some fun into the 
work day

Portable Ping Pong
#CLTPP        $39.95

B

How to put more 

fun int0 work
visit our  

buddy site!

officeoxygen
.com

Use “toys” for more 
than training and 
learning!  
Fiddletini  (set of 7 “fiddles”)
#FISETN        $22.95

TIP: Stand up periodically, have a glass 
of water and take the time to compliment a 

colleague.

Need time  
and space to  
get stuff done? 
DeskMate 
#CLTDDM        $9.95

Check out our buddy site: officeoxygen.com
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Get off your bum! 
WorkEZ Standing Desk
#ERGUEZD        $119.99

Works with 
any table!


